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Abstract
Gas chromatography coupled with high resolution time of flight mass spectrometry
(GC-HR-TOFMS) has gained popularity for the target and suspect analysis of com-
plex samples. However, confident detection of target/suspect analytes in complex
samples, such as produced water, remains a challenging task. Here we report on the
development and validation of a two stage algorithm for the confident target and
suspect analysis of produced water extracts. We performed both target and suspect
analysis for 48 standards, which were a mixture of 28 aliphatic hydrocarbons and 20
alkylated phenols, in 3 produced water extracts. The two stage algorithm produces
a chemical standard database of spectra, in the first stage, which is used for target
and suspect analysis during the second stage. The first stage is carried out through
five steps via an algorithm here referred to as unique ion extractor (UIE). During
the first step the m/z values in the spectrum of a standard that do not belong to
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that standard are removed in order to produce a clean spectrum and then during
the last step the cleaned spectrum is calibrated. The Dot-product algorithm, during
the second stage, uses the cleaned and calibrated spectra of the standards for both
target and suspect analysis. We performed the target analysis of 48 standards in all 3
samples via conventional methods, in order to validate the two stage algorithm. The
two stage algorithm was demonstrated to be more robust, reliable, and less sensitive
to the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N), when compared to the conventional method. The
Dot-product algorithm showed lower potential in producing false positives compared
to the conventional methods, when dealing with complex samples. We also evaluated
the effect of the mass accuracy on the performances of Dot-product algorithm. Our
results indicated the crucial importance of HR-MS data and the mass accuracy for
confident suspect analysis in complex samples.
Keywords: Produced water, GC-HR-TOFMS, Dot product, Matching algorithm,
Unique ion extractor, Reverse match, Suspect analysis, Target analysis
1. Introduction1
Gas chromatography coupled with mass spectrometry (GC-MS ) is one of the2
common analytical techniques for analysis of complex samples for volatile and semi3
volatile compounds [1–5]. The three main approaches to perform this type of anal-4
ysis are: target analysis, where the analytical standard of the analyte is available;5
suspect analysis, where the analytical standard is not available however information,6
such as exact mass and the fragmentation pattern is available for that analyte; and7
finally non-target analysis, where no prior information is available for that analyte8
[6]. Confident detection of an analyte in a complex sample is a challenging task,9
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particularly during suspect and non-target analysis [6, 7]. The introduction of high10
resolution and/or high accuracy mass spectrometers improved drastically the levels11
of confidence in the suspect analysis, however difficulties still persist [6, 8, 9].12
13
For target analysis, depending on the target analyte and the data processing14
tools used for analysis, few m/z values and the absolute retention time are used15
for identity confirmation of a target analyte in the sample [10–13]. Regarding sus-16
pect analysis, the identity confirmation is carried out employing either the direct17
analysis or reverse analysis [9, 14, 15]. Direct analysis consists of first performing18
mass spectral deconvolution of the suspect peak in the sample, and then comparing19
the deconvoluted spectra to a standard database [16–18] (e.g. Mass spectral library20
of National Institute of Standards and Technology, NIST [19]). As a result of the21
spectral comparison the chemical structures with the highest similarity score are re-22
ported as a hit list. Lu et al. demonstrated that the conventional deconvolution23
algorithm may cause introduction of artifacts into the final deconvoluted spectrum,24
depending on the complexity of the sample [20], which translates into errata library25
matching and scoring. In case of reverse analysis, the spectra of a chemical stan-26
dard is compared to the whole chromatogram of the sample and where the analyte27
is present in the sample a higher level of similarity score is observed [21]. A large28
number of scoring systems have been developed and tested on different datasets (as29
reviewed by Scheubert et al. 2013 [9]). Amongst the tested scoring algorithm the dot30
product has been recognized as one of the most reliable matching methods, for both31
direct and reverse analysis [16, 21, 22]. The direct matching algorithms appear to be32
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highly sensitive to the quality of deconvolution, spectral weighting function, binning33
step, and Signal-to-Noise ratio (S/N) [9, 20, 23]. Also the mentioned scoring systems34
often do not produce high enough levels of confidence in the detection [23] . The35
reverse matching method shown to be less sensitive to levels of S/N [9, 14, 24]. For36
example, in the study by Sinha et al. the authors were able to detect trimethylsilyl37
in urine samples by employing a unit mass spectra of trimethylsilyl and reverse dot38
product methodology [21]. The confidence in the detection for the reverse matching39
algorithms, is highly dependent to the quality and the levels of mass accuracy of the40
standard spectra [16, 23]. Limited studies have focused on the matching algorithms41
for the GC-HR-MS data [22, 24], particularly the reverse matching methodology, due42
to the lack of GC-HR-MS spectral database of standards.43
44
Herein we report on a two stage algorithm for target and suspect analysis in45
complex samples using GC-HR-MS data. In the first stage the unique ions of a46
standard spectra are extracted from the raw data (via unique ion extractor algorithm,47
UIE) in order to produce a chemical standard database of HR spectra. In the second48
step the clean spectra of a target/suspect analyte is compared to the whole GC-49
HR-MS chromatogram of the sample employing reverse dot product methodology50
(via Dot-product algorithm). The comparison between the standard spectra and51
the sample spectra results in a similarity matrix with higher levels of similarity for52
the analytes which are present in the sample compared to the background signal.53
This approach was validated by comparing the results of the two stage algorithm54
to the conventional target and suspect analysis method. Higher levels of reliability55
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and robustness were observed for the two stage algorithm when compared to the56
conventional methods. The validation was carried out through the analysis of 4857
analytes in 3 produced water extracts. The produced water samples consisted of a58
total extract of produced water, the non-polar fraction of produced water, and the59
polar fraction of produced water. The produced water extracts provided a high level60
of complexity for the validation study, due to the commonalities in the fragmentation61
pattern of the target/suspect analytes and the background signal. The two stage62
algorithm proved to be able to distinguish the signal of target/suspect analytes from63
the background signal successfully. The two stage algorithm produced 0 cases of64
false positive compared to 1 via the conventional method. Moreover, this algorithm65
showed to be less sensitive to the levels of S/N.66
2. Experimental67
2.1. Chemicals68
A mixture of 28 aliphatic hydrocarbons and 20 alkylated phenols were purchased69
from Sigma-Aldrich, Norway. A complete list of the standards is provided in the70
Supporting Information, Table S1. ACS grade ethanol, dichloromethane, methanol,71
hydrochloric acid, sodium hydroxide, and sodium sulphate were also obtained from72
Sigma-Aldrich. We obtained technical grade glass fiber filter (GF/C) from VWR,73
Norway.74
75
For our analysis we used an extract of produced water. Produced water is a pet-76
rogenic by-product of offshore petroleum extraction. Produced water is a complex77
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mixture containing thousands of compounds including heavy metals, hydrocarbons,78
phenols, organic acids, and oil production chemicals [11]. An extract of produced79
water at pH 2, using dichloromethane was provided by Stiftelsen for Industriell og80
Teknisk Forskning, Trondheim, Norway (SINTEF). Herein we refer to this sample as81
total extract. The extraction was performed according to the guidelines of Norwegian82
Environmental Protection Agency for the sampling and analysis of oil and gas [2]. In83
short 2.5 L of produced water was extracted employing 60 mL of dichloromethane,84
via liquid-liquid extraction, for three constitutive times. The final extract was dried85
using sodium sulphate.86
87
An aliquot of the total extract was fractioned into polar and non-polar portions.88
For this fractionation, we dissolved 1 mL of the total extract into 1 L of water at89
pH 11, which was carried out by shaking the solution for 24 h at 150 rpm. This90
solution was extracted using liquid-liquid extraction with 60 mL of dichloromethane91
for three consecutive times. The final extract was dried on a bed of sodium sulphate.92
The volume of the final extract was reduced to 1 mL of dichloromethane employing93
a turbovap system under a gentile flow of N2. For the non-polar fraction, the pH94
of the water was reduced to 1 from 11. The same liquid-liquid extraction procedure95
was carried out for the acidified sample. The final extract of the acidified sample96
was considered the non-polar fraction of the total extract.97
98
All the extracts were stored immediately at -20 ◦C until analysis.99
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2.2. GC-HR-TOFMS analysis100
We analyzed mixtures of standards at three concentration levels (2, 10, and 20101
ng/mL), the total extract (i.e. the total extract of produced water received from102
SINTEF), and the polar and non-polar fractions of the total extract with a GC-HR-103
TOFMS (GCT Premier, Waters, USA) equipped with electron impact ion source104
(EI). The separations were carried out on a BD-5 column (30 m 0.25 m 0.25 mm,105
Agilent). All the injections were performed in splitless mode having an injection106
volume of 1 µL. Helium was used as the carrier gas. The TOFMS collected 2 spectra107
every second between 50 Da and 600 Da. The detector exhibited a resolution of ∼108
8000 at half width full range (i.e. 50 Da to 600 Da). The detector was operated at109
2850 V and a filament current of ∼ 1 mA. More information about the instrumental110
setup is provided in section S2 of Supporting Information.111
2.3. Data analysis112
The raw chromatograms were exported as netCDF files employing MassLynx113
(Waters, Manchester, UK). The raw chromatograms then were imported into mat-114
lab (R2015b) [25] for further processing. All the scripts for both the UIE and Dot-115
product algorithms were developed in matlab. As a validation tool for UIE algorithm116
as well as the target analysis, we used the software package TargetLynx (Waters,117
Manchester, UK) within the Masslynx. A target analyte was considered detected in118
TargetLynx if we observed a positive match between the retention times ± 5 s and119
the exact mass ± 10 mDa of the standard and the target peak in the sample. Both120
the retention window and the exact mass window were selected based on the observed121
variabilities in our dataset for these parameters. The minimum S/N required for a122
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positive detection was set to 10.123
124
The S/N calculations were performed via MassLynx. The signal was defined as125
the 50% of the peak hight whereas the noise was defined as the root mean square126
error of the 10 scans in one side of the peak. The ratio of these two values resulted127
in the S/N.128
129
All the calculations were performed on a personal computer with an Intel i7,130
2.8 GHz processor, and 16 GB of memory. The operating system was Windows 7131
enterprise version.132
3. Theory133
The chromatograms of the standards were further processed with the UIE algo-134
rithm. We obtained clean and calibrated spectra of all 48 standards by processing135
their raw data via UIE algorithm. All the steps taken during the UIE are explained136
in detail in Section 3.1. These clean and calibrated spectra (i.e. the standard spec-137
tra) were used for both suspect and target screening via Dot-product algorithm (see138
Section 3.2 for more explanations regarding the Dot-product algorithm).139
3.1. Unique ion extractor (UIE)140
The unique ion extractor (UIE) is applied to the HR mass spectra of each standard141
before its storage in the personal library. The UIE algorithm produces the pure142
spectra that belongs to the chromatographic peak of a standard. This process takes143
place in total of 5 steps. During the data processing the user can decide the number144
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of necessary steps to take in order to produce a final clean spectra of the target145
analyte.146
1. Peak detection was performed using a lab-developed algorithm. In order to per-147
form the peak detection, we generated the Savitsky-Golay smoothing vectors of148
first and second derivatives of the total ion chromatogram (TIC) [26, 27]. The149
apex of a peak was defined as the scan number, which has its first derivative150
equal to zero, and in the second derivative it has a negative minimum, and151
surrounded by two positive maximums. In order to optimize the smoothing152
functions (i.e. both the first and second derivatives), we tested different poly-153
nomial functions from first to fourth orders with smoothing window varying154
between 3 to 15 scans. For both the first and second derivatives, the best re-155
sults were observed when employing a third order polynomial as the smoothing156
function and a smoothing window of 7 scans. We also recorded the location157
of the two positive maximums in the Savitsky-Golay second derivative vector158
(Figure 1, step 1). These locations, for a completely resolved peak (i.e. chro-159
matographic resolution larger than 3), were considered a conservative estimate160
of the starting and the end points of a peak. However, these points could be fed161
manually to the UIE algorithm. Therefore, any other peak detection algorithm162
could be employed for this task, as long as these three parameters are recorded163
for each peak (i.e. peak apex, starting point, and the end point of the peak).164
2. The spectral averaging step is an optional step, which follows the peak detection165
step. The peak apex, start, and end information recorded during the peak166
detection are used during this step. For the spectral averaging, the MS spectra167
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of 3 to 5 scans are averaged, where the peak apex is the central point in the168
averaging window (Figure 1, step 2). With an averaging window of 3 scans we169
were able to find the best conditions. The 3 scans averaging window enabled us170
to avoid the MS signal, which belongs to the background signal independently171
from the peak intensity. Throughout this article we refer to the apex averaged172
spectra as the ”apex spectra”.173
3. The background signal subtraction is also an optional step, where the back-174
ground signal is subtracted from the apex spectra of the peak. The background175
signal is defined as the average spectra of 40 neighboring scans of the peak. In176
other words, the spectra of 20 scans before the peak start point and 20 scans177
after the peak end point are averaged and then subtracted from the apex spec-178
tra (Figure 1, step 3). The dimension of the background window is defined by179
the user and depends on the chromatographic resolution of the peak. In our180
case a window of 20 scans guaranteed the removal of background signal and181
also enabled a faster unique ion selection.182
4. The unique ion selection is carried out by comparing the retention time of the183
extracted ion chromatogram (XIC) for every single m/z value, which has an184
intensity larger than zero. An m/z peak is excluded from the apex spectra if185
it produces a retention time larger or smaller than the peak retention time ±186
2 scans (Figure 1, step 4). This retention window may be modified based on187
the TOF-MS sampling rate. In other words, this window may be larger than188
2 scans for instruments with a sampling rate larger than 2 Hz.189
5. The final step is the calibration of the clean apex spectra. This step also is190
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optional depending on the instrumentation. We calibrated the clean spectra191
employing the calibrant signal (heptacosa), which was injected into the source192
during each scan. We generated two vectors consisting of the exact masses193
of the calibrant fragments and the measured masses for those fragments. We194
fitted a third order polynomial with four fitting parameters to the measured195
mass vector and the mass residuals (i.e. the difference between the exact mass196
and measured mass). The fitted function enabled us to calculate the shift for197
each m/z value during each scan, thus calibration.198
Finally, the cleaned and calibrated spectra is stored in a database including some199
chemical specific information, such as CAS number, retention time, boiling point,200
and log Kow. Both boiling point and log Kow were estimated employing EPISuite201
[28].202
3.2. Dot-product algorithm for HRMS data203
The Dot-product algorithm is based on the similarity between the spectra of a204
standard and the sample, which is a modified version of the reverse match originally205
developed by Stein [16]. A recent report showed the applicability of this algorithm206
for comprehensive two-dimensional gas chromatography coupled to a low resolution207
TOF-MS dataset [21]. Herein we report on the combination of UIE and an adap-208
tation of DotMap algorithm for GC-HR-TOFMS data analysis. The Dot-product209
algorithm computes the vectorial product of scaled, normalized, and weighted clean210
mass spectra of the standard and the sample mass spectra, for each scan. More211
detail information about the algorithm is provided elsewhere [21]. Additionally, we212
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Figure 1: Conceptual schematics of the steps in the UIE algorithm with synthetic data. In this
figure: x, x1, and x2 depict the the scan number of the peak apex, peak start, and peak end; si,
si−1, si+1, and sapex represent the spectra for the scan numbers i, i − 1, i + 1, and the average
spectra of the three scans; sb1 and sb2 illustrate the average spectra of noise before and after the
peak, whereas sbc shows the background corrected spectra; m/zi depicts an m/z value with a non-
zero intensity, XICi and TIC illustrate the extracted ion chromatogram for the m/zi and total ion
chromatogram; and finally sf is the clean spectra.
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combined the results of the Dot-product algorithm with the exact or estimated re-213
tention time, and 4 to 5 XICs for the m/z values with the highest relative intensity214
and the exact mass of the chemical. The combination of this information provided215
an identification confidence level of 1 for target screening and level 2 for suspect216
screening [6]. The identification confidence level 1 refers to an ideal situation where217
there are positive matches of both the retention time and the mass spectra between218
the reference standard and the considered peak in the sample (i.e. target analysis)219
whereas the confidence level 2 refers to a case where there is a positive match be-220
tween the library spectrum and the spectrum of the peak in the sample (i.e. suspect221
analysis) [6].222
4. Results and discussions223
We processed the MS spectra of all 48 standards with the UIE algorithm. A224
chemical standard database was created based on the results of UIE algorithm. We225
performed both target and suspect analysis for 48 compounds in three complex sam-226
ples. These samples consisted of a total extract, an extract of polar fraction, and an227
extract of the non-polar fraction of produced water. The target analysis were per-228
formed employing both the Dot-product algorithm and the commercially available229
TargetLynx software package. The results of the two mentioned approaches enabled230
an objective validation of the Dot-product algorithm. For the suspect screening,231
we tested the Dot-product algorithm by analyzing the 3 complex samples for all 48232
standards. In this case, the retention time of each suspect analyte was estimated by233
taking advantage of its boiling point.234
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4.1. Unique Ion Extractor (UIE)235
The UIE algorithm is a fully automized approach for the extraction of the unique236
ions, which belong to a chemical, and creation of a chemical standard database. This237
algorithm removes the m/z values which caused the background. The background238
signal is defined as the signal produced by noise, carryover due to the previous anal-239
ysis, and overlapping peaks. The UIE proved effective for all the peaks where the240
chromatographic resolution was larger than 0.5.241
242
The UIE successfully removed the m/z values introduced into the spectra by243
noise, background and other interfering signals for all 48 standards. As an example244
we selected the peak of octadecane with chromatographic resolution of 0.8 and scan245
number of 592, Figure 2. This peak was partially overlapped with a neighboring246
peak therefore its pure spectra was buried in the background signal. The m/z value,247
which theoretically should have had the highest intensity, i.e. 71.084 ± 10 mDa [19],248
appeared to have an intensity roughly one order of magnitude lower than the m/z249
value with the highest intensity (i.e. 218.985) in the octadecane raw spectra, Figure250
2. Before the UIE treatment the m/z value with the highest intensity in the spectra251
of the apex, excluding the m/z of the calibrant (i.e. 218.985), was 130.990 whereas252
after treatment the m/z value with the highest intensity in that peak was 71.084 ±253
10 mDa, which was in agreement with the literature spectra published for octadecane254
[19]. Major part of the m/z values larger than 254.297, such as m/z values 363.978,255
413.976, 436.977, and 501.972 were removed during the spectral subtraction. These256
m/z values showed to have similar intensities in the surrounding scans of the peak257
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(i.e. the octadecane peak). The m/z values 163.992, 168.987, 213.988, and 219.989258
were removed during the unique ion selection process. These m/z values did not259
have an apex within the retention window of octadecane (see section 3.1 for more260
details regarding unique ion selection process). We also processed the spectra of the261
same peak (i.e. octadecane) without spectral subtraction. We observed 100% agree-262
ment between the final spectra of octadecane processed with and without spectral263
subtraction. We observed an increase in the time necessary for the UIE algorithm264
for processing the spectra of octadecane when the spectral subtraction was skipped.265
The observed increase in the analysis time was caused by the step 4 of the UIE, due266
to larger number of non-zero intensity m/z values compared to the case where the267
spectral subtraction was not skipped. It is worth noting that the analyzed standard268
mixture was a particularly difficult one due to the similarity in the fragmentation269
pattern of different standards in the mixture. For example m/z values 57.068 and270
85.100 were observed in the spectra of almost all of the analyzed alkanes. Therefore,271
we observed traces of these m/z values in the spectra of the standards which theo-272
retically should not have had these m/z values (e.g. 2,4,6-trimethylphenol).273
274
The UIE algorithm showed high levels of robustness with respect to the variation275
in the S/N ratio. We evaluated the effect of the S/N ratio on the performances of the276
UIE algorithm by decreasing the concentration of the standard mixture, roughly, to277
the instrument limit of detection (i.e 2 ng/mL). The S/N for the analyzed standards278
varied from 32 for undecane at 2 ng/mL to 2640 for heneicosane at 20 ng/mL, Table279
S1. The algorithm was able to produce the clean spectra for all 48 standards at all280
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3 analyzed concentration levels or S/N.281
282
Despite the difficulties posed by the analyzed sample complexity and the levels283
of S/N, the UIE algorithm showed its ability to remove the irrelevant m/z values284
from the spectra of a peak and produce a clean calibrated spectra for all 48 analyzed285
standards. Finally, the UIE algorithm takes around 20 s for processing the spectra286
of a peak including all 5 steps, i.e. peak detection, spectral averaging, spectral287
subtraction, unique ion selection, and the mass calibration.288
4.2. Target analysis of produced water extracts289
We analyzed all 3 produced water extracts for 48 target analytes. For the target290
analysis we took advantage of the retention information recorded in the standard291
database during UIE spectral processing. We defined a retention window of 21 scans292
(i.e. 10.5 s) with the absolute retention time of the target analyte in the center of293
this window. We used the Dot-product algorithm to calculated the similarity matrix,294
Eq. 1.295
SIMi,j = (
mj(
√
Ssample)i∑k
j=1(mj(
√
Ssample)i)
) · ( mj(
√
Sf )∑k
j=1(mj(
√
Sf ))
) (1)
where SIMi,j represents the similarity matrix, m represents an m/z value in both the296
sample spectra (i.e. Ssample) and the standard spectra (i.e. the clean and calibrated297
spectra produced via UIE, Sf ), i is the index for the number of spectra recored in298
the retention window (e.g. for a retention window of 21 scans i is a number 1 ≤ i299
≤ 21), and j is the index for the number of m/z values recored in spectra with the300
maximum value of k. The SIMi,j computed for each scan number and m/z values301
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Figure 2: Figure showing (a) the TIC of the chemical standards at lowest concentration level (i.e. 2
ng/mL); (b) the zoomed in region of the TIC where the peak of octadecane is located; (c) the clean
and calibrated spectra of octadecane with two m/z assigned; (d) the raw spectra of the octadecane
peak with few m/z values assigned; (e) the normalized clean spectra relative to the m/z value
with the highest intensity (i.e. 71.084); and (f) the normalized raw spectra of the octadecane peak
relative to the calibrane m/z (i.e. 218.985).
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within the retention window of a target analyte produces a similarity matrix. If a302
target analyte is present in the analyzed sample, the scan numbers where the target303
analyte is located in the sample show higher level of spectral similarity compared304
to the other scan numbers in that retention window (Figure 3). A perfect match305
between the sample spectra and the standard spectra produces a similarity value306
of 1 whereas a perfect orthogonality between the two spectra produces a similarity307
value of 0. In addition to the similarity matrix, we increased the confidence level308
in the positive (i.e. confirmed presence) and/or negative (i.e. confirmed absence)309
detections by extracting the XIC of 3 m/z values with the highest relative intensities310
and the XIC of the exact mass of the target analyte (Figure 3). The presence of311
the signal for the 4 XICs within the accepted retention window indicates that those312
ions belong to the target analyte and not to the background signal. Therefore, a313
target analyte detected in the sample must show an apex in the similarity matrix at314
scan number of the absolute retention time (i.e. the retention time of standard) ±315
1 scans, and show apexes at the same location for at least 3 out 4 XICs (i.e. the 3316
m/z values with the highest intensity and the exact mass). This implies a five-point317
criterion (i.e. similarity peak, 3 out 4 XICs, and the retention time match between318
these signals) for both positive and negative detections, which guaranties a high level319
of confidence in detections [6, 29].320
321
For both the total extract and non-polar fraction of produced water, we success-322
fully detected 37 out of 48 target analytes whereas for the polar fraction, we detected323
35 out 48 target analytes, using the Dot-product algorithm (Table S2). As a valida-324
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tion tool we performed the same target analysis of the 3 produced water extracts,325
employing TargetLynx (section 2.3). Except two cases, we did not observed any326
discrepancies between the two approaches. Target analyte undecane was detected in327
the non-polar fraction of produced water via Dot-product algorithm whereas it was328
reported as non detected in the same sample by TargetLynx (Table S2). Within the329
retention window of undecane, we observed a clear peak in the similarity matrix. We330
also observed 3 peaks with correct retention time in the XIC of the 3 m/z values with331
the highest intensity. However, we did not observe any peak in the XIC based on the332
exact mass of undecane. Further inspections into the data showed that due to low333
levels of S/N of this target analyte, the m/z value of the exact mass of the undecane334
had recorded an intensity of zero. Therefore this target analyte was considered absent335
in the sample by TargetLynx. On the other hand, with the Dot-product algorithm 5336
out of 6 criteria for positive detection were met and therefore it was considered a pos-337
itive detection. For the target analyte 4-n-penthylphenol the Dot-product algorithm338
resulted in the negative detection (Figure 4) whereas the TargetLynx appeared to339
have detected this target analyte in the polar fraction of produced water (Table S2).340
In the retention window of 4-n-penthylphenol we did not observe a clear peak in the341
similarity matrix (Figure 4). However, a small peak appeared in the XIC of the exact342
mass near the absolute retention time of 4-n-penthylphenol. Also we only observed343
a peak for the m/z value of 150.09 but not for the other two m/z values (i.e. 135.06344
and 117.06). All these evidences combined strongly suggested the negative detection345
(i.e. the absence) of 4-n-penthylphenol in the analyzed sample. Further inspection346
of the MS spectra of the peak located at the location of 4-n-penthylphenol in the347
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polar fraction of produced water, demonstrated that several important m/z values348
(e.g. 135.06, 117.06, 105.06) were not present in the spectra (Figure S1), which349
confirmed the lack of detection of this target analyte in that sample. These results350
again indicate the importance of the application of the whole spectra rather than few351
selected ions in order to avoid results containing false positive and/or false negatives.352
353
The Dot-product algorithm was able to detect and confidently confirm the pres-354
ence of a target analyte in complex samples. In cases with low levels of S/N the355
Dot-product algorithm showed more effective in target analysis than conventional356
approach (i.e. TargetLynx with an m/z value as qualifier). Moreover, when we tried357
to include more than one m/z qualifier in the TargetLynx detection setup, the auto-358
mated target analysis algorithm failed to detect the target analyte in the analyzed359
samples. As a consequence of these failures we had to manually add the mentioned360
peaks into the detected target analyte list. Finally, performing target analysis via361
Dot-product algorithm takes around 40 s and it produces detection confidence level362
of 1 for both positive and negative detections.363
4.3. Suspect analysis of produced water extracts364
For the suspect analysis, we used the same 3 produced water extract chro-365
matograms and the standard database of 48 chemicals. However, for the suspect366
analytes we did not use the retention time information during the analysis. The367
retention times of the suspect analytes were estimated using a linear model with 2368
fitting parameters between the retention time of target analytes and their boiling369
points. The linear model showed to have a R2 ≈ 0.98, assuming a 95% confidence370
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Figure 3: Figure depicting (a) the similarity matrix for dodecane with a mass window of ± 10 mDa
in the polar fraction of produced water and the absolute retention time of the standard showed by
the dotted line, (b) the TIC of the retention window for dodecane in the polar fraction of produced
water, (c) the XIC of the exact mass (170.203 ± 10 mDa) of dodecane in the polar fraction of
produced water chromatogram, and (d) the XIC for 3 m/z values (mass window of ± 10 mDa) with
the highest intensity, based on the standard spectra, in the polar fraction of produced water.
interval. We divided the 48 standards in target analytes, which were a random pool371
of 18 chemicals selected from the 48 standard, and suspect analytes, which were the372
remainder 30 compounds. Every time this process repeated a new set of target and373
suspect analytes were created. Thus, we repeated this process 10 times in order to374
make sure that every single standard was considered as a suspect analyte at least375
once. We defined the retention window as the estimated retention time ± 60 scans,376
with the estimated retention time in the center of the window (Figure 5). The width377
of the window (i.e. 121 scans or 60.5 s) was defined based on the 95% confidence in-378
terval of the estimated retention time. The width of the retention window is defined379
by the user, therefore the operator can choose this parameter based on the instru-380
mental setup and also the uncertainty in the estimated retention time. The larger381
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Figure 4: Figure depicting (a) the similarity matrix for 4-n-penthylphenol with a mass window of
± 10 mDa in the polar fraction of produced water and the absolute retention time of the standard
showed by the dotted line, (b) the TIC of the retention window for 4-n-penthylphenol in the polar
fraction of produced water, (c) the XIC of the exact mass (178.14 ± 10 mDa) of 4-n-penthylphenol
in the polar fraction of produced water chromatogram, and (d) the XIC for 3 m/z values (mass
window of ± 10 mDa) with the highest intensity, based on the standard spectra, in the polar fraction
of produced water.
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is the retention window the longer is the time needed for the analysis. Additionally,382
for the suspect screening we used 5 XICs, consisting of the exact mass and 4 m/z383
values with the highest intensities. Also for the suspect analysis the presence of a384
suspect was confirmed in the sample if and only if it met at least 6 out of 7 criteria.385
386
We observed 100% agreement between the results of suspect and target analysis387
of the 3 samples. The Dot-product algorithm also in this case successfully detected388
35 out of 48 target analytes in the polar fraction of produced water, and 37 out of389
48 target analytes in both the total extract and the non-polar fraction of produced390
water. The Dot-product algorithm takes less than 2 min for confident detection of a391
suspect analyte in a complex sample. Differently from the conventional method (i.e.392
application of one or two m/z values as qualifiers) where the analyst must further393
inspect the data in order to increase the level of confidence in the positive and/or394
negative detections, the Dot-product algorithm does not require further inspection in395
the data. However, the analyst must make sure that the provided retention window396
to the algorithm is relevant to the analyzed suspect. For example if due to the high397
levels of uncertainty in the estimated retention time and an inappropriate selection398
of the width of the retention window the signal of suspect analyte happens to be399
outside of the provided retention window, the Dot-product algorithm may produce400
a false negative. All considered, the Dot-product algorithm provides the tools for an401
objective, fast, and confident suspect screening.402
403
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Figure 5: Figure depicting (a) the similarity matrix for tridecane with a mass window of ± 10 mDa
in the non-polar fraction of produced water and the estimated retention time of the standard showed
by the dotted line, (b) the TIC of the retention window for tridecane in the non-polar fraction of
produced water, (c) the XIC of the exact mass (184.219 ± 10 mDa) of tridecane in the non-polar
fraction of produced water chromatogram, and (d) the XIC for 4 m/z values (mass window of ±
10 mDa) with the highest intensity, based on the standard spectra, in the non-polar fraction of
produced water.
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4.4. Evaluation of the odds of false positive detections404
We examined the odds of false positive results for both the Dot-product algo-405
rithm and TargetLynx, based on the complexity of the background signal. We gen-406
erated two types of background signals and calculated the similarity values between407
all 48 analytes and these background signals. The background signals consisted of408
5 randomly selected scans of the total extract chromatogram and 5 randomly se-409
lected scans of an analytical blank sample. Both background signals were considered410
analyte free (see section S4 in the SI). We also estimated the minimum and maxi-411
mum similarity thresholds for all 48 analytes included in this study. The calculated412
similarity value of the full spectral comparison between the analyte spectrum and413
background signal was considered the minimum similarity threshold whereas the cal-414
culated similarity value of the analyte spectra with itself was assumed the maximum415
similarity threshold. The minimum similarity threshold was considered the minimum416
similarity signal necessary for a positive detection whereas the maximum similarity417
threshold was considered the effective similarity value achieved by a perfect match.418
We considered an algorithm to, potentially, results in a false positive if and only if419
the similarity value for the analyte and background (i.e. negative detection) was420
larger than maximum similarity threshold, Figure 6. For example, the similarity421
values between tetracosane and the noisy background signal (i.e. produced water422
background signal), when less than 10 ions were used for similarity calculation, were423
larger than the maximum threshold of similarity. This implied that, in that case, if424
an algorithm uses less than 10 ions for identification of tetracosane, this algorithm425
may result in a false positive.426
25
427
The minimum threshold of similarity appeared to be dependent on the complex-428
ity of the background signal. The averaged minimum similarity threshold for the429
Dot-product algorithm varied from 1×10−5, for the analytical blank background sig-430
nal, to 1×10−4 for the produced water background signal, based on 960 evaluated431
cases. In other words, for the less noisy background (blank) the Dot-product algo-432
rithm needed less signal in order to confidently confirm the presence of chemical in433
the sample, whereas for the more noisy sample (produced water background) more434
signal was necessary in order to identify the target/suspect analyte in the sample.435
For the maximum similarity threshold, we observed a similar value of 3×10−3 for436
all 48 analytes.437
438
The Dot-product algorithm resulted in a rate of false positive (RF ) of zero for the439
produced water sample whereas the TargetLynx produced an RF of 0.34 (i.e. 25 ana-440
lytes out of 48) for the same sample. Both evaluated methods resulted in RF values441
of zero for the analytical blank background. For the blank background, indepen-442
dently from the number of ions included in the similarity calculations, the similarity443
value for the background signal (i.e. the negative detection) was always smaller than444
the similarity value observed for the analyte signal (i.e. positive detection), Figure 6.445
This implied that confident identification was possible employing only one ion, thus446
RF = 0 for both algorithms. However, for a more complex background signal for 25447
out of 48 analytes the application of the whole spectrum appeared to be necessary448
in order to ovoid false positive results (e.g. tetracosane Figure 6). These results449
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may indicate the higher odds of the conventional methods to produce a false positive450
result for highly complex samples compared to the two stage algorithm. Our data451
also demonstrate that the full spectral comparison is necessary for a confident identi-452
fication in the complex samples. It should be noted that the RF s and the similarity453
thresholds are only indicative values and their absolute values may change according454
to the analyzed sample and/or the analytes. Also further investigations regarding455
this subject are needed.456
4.5. The effect of mass accuracy on the Dot-product algorithm457
We evaluated the effect of mass accuracy on the Dot-product algorithm. Our in-458
strument after mass calibration showed to have a mass accuracy of ≤ 10 mDa for the459
whole measured mass range (i.e from 50 Da to 600 Da). We modified the mass accu-460
racy of our dataset by changing the thickness of the bins alongside the m/z vector.461
For example, with a mass accuracy of 10 mDa the thickness of each bin is 0.01 which462
implies that the distance between two m/z values is 0.01. This produces a sequence463
of m/z values such as 100.01, 100.02, 100.03, and so on for the whole measured mass464
range. Therefore, the signal for all the m/z values between 100.015 and 100.025465
were stored as one single intensity in the 100.02 bin. As a consequence, by changing466
the thickness of the bins we were able to modify the level of mass accuracy in our467
data set. We computed the similarity matrix of 5 target analytes detected by both468
Dot-product algorithm and the MassLynx (i.e. dodecane, heneicosane, hexacosane,469
4-ethylphenol, and 2,4,6-trimethylphenol) in the total extract of produced water at470
4 different levels of mass accuracy, i.e. unit mass, 100 mDa, 10 mDa, and 1 mDa471
(Figure 7). It is worth remembering that our instrument is not capable of producing472
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Figure 6: The similarity values of tetracosane as a function of the number of ions included for
the similarity calculation in (a) analytical blank sample, and (b) in produced water sample. The
negative detection depicts the background signal, the positive detection depicts the analyte signal,
and the dotted lines indicate the similarity values for < 11 ions which are larger than the maximum
threshold of similarity, thus potential false positive detections.
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a mass accuracy of 1 mDa.473
474
We observed the highest level of distinction between target/suspect analyte signal475
and the background at 10 mDa mass accuracy (Figure 7). This trend was observed for476
all 5 standards. As an example, we focus on standard heneicosane, which appeared to477
be representative for all 5 analyzed standards. At the unit mass accuracy the signal478
of heneicosane in the similarity matrix was covered by the background signal. Based479
on the similarity matrix at unit mass accuracy this standard was not detected in480
the sample, even though we previously confirmed its presence by both Dot-product481
algorithm and MassLynx. This was attributed to the complexity of the sample, high482
level of noise, and the abundance of the commune fragments between the heneicosane483
and the background. Therefore, unit mass accuracy appeared to be not enough484
for separating the signal of heneicosane from the background. Increasing the mass485
accuracy from unit mass to 100 mDa and further to 10 mDa, as expected, caused a486
clear distinction between the signal of heneicosane and background. The signal of487
heneicosane with a mass accuracy of 10 mDa was 6 times larger than the background488
signal whereas with the mass accuracy of 100 mDa it was only a factor of 2. In489
case of mass accuracy of 1 mDa due to the instrumental limitations the signal of490
both heneicosane and background were suppressed, which suggested zero similarity491
between the standard spectra and the sample spectra. Our data indicated that the492
Dot-product algorithm performs the best with the highest level of mass accuracy493
permitted by the instrumental limitations. Our data also may explain the difficulties494
observed by analysts while using unit mass libraries, such as NIST library. However,495
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the Dot-product algorithm with an appropriate level of mass accuracy showed to be496
a powerful tool for both target and suspect analysis.497
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Figure 7: Computed similarity matrix of heneicosane in the total extract of produced water (a)
with a unit mass accuracy, (b) with 100 mDa mass accuracy, (c) with 10 mDa mass accuracy, and
(d) with 1 mDa mass accuracy.
5. Conclusions498
Suspect and target screening of volatile and semi volatile organic compound in499
complex samples is challenging task. Here we report on the development and valida-500
tion of a two stage method which enables the confident target and suspect analysis.501
A chemical spectra database was created by processing the raw spectra of the stan-502
dards using UIE. The database of the clean spectra was used for both target and503
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suspect analysis of complex samples, via Dot-product algorithm. The results of the504
two stage algorithm were cross validated employing conventional method (via Mass-505
Lynx).506
507
The UIE algorithm showed to be able to extract the unique ions of a chromato-508
graphic peak, even under difficult circumstances, such as low levels of S/N and509
sample complexity. The UIE successfully produced the clean and calibrated spectra510
of 48 standards at concentration levels near limit of detection. This algorithm re-511
moved the ions introduced by the background signal, even when the analyte signal512
was shadowed by the background. However, further investigation into the effect of513
concentration on the UIE and commercially available algorithms are needed. The514
necessary time for processing the spectra of a standard varied between 15 to 35 s,515
based on the number of steps included in the algorithm as well as the user defined516
parameters. This method demonstrated to be a fast, reliable, and robust algorithm517
for creation of personal databases of HR spectra.518
519
The Dot-product algorithm can be used for both target and suspect analysis520
of complex samples. The comparison between the Dot-product algorithm and the521
conventional method (via TargetLynx) indicated that the Dot-product algorithm has522
lower probability of false positives. However, particular care should be taken in selec-523
tion of the algorithm parameters, e.g. the retention window and the mass accuracy.524
The Dot-product algorithm enabled the detection of a target/suspect analyte in a525
complex sample with confidence levels of 1 for target analysis and 2 for suspect anal-526
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ysis. Differently, from the conventional methods of target and suspect analysis, the527
Dot-product minimizes the post inspection of the positive and negative detection,528
by providing the clear evidence for both positive and negative detections. Also, this529
method showed to be more robust and effective than the conventional target and530
suspect analysis methods for particularly difficult samples (e.g. produced water).531
This method demonstrated to be less affected by the sample complexity caused by532
high levels of noise and fragmentation pattern similarities between the target/suspect533
analytes and the background. Considering that the similarity score follows the chro-534
matographic peak shape in the Dot-product algorithm, the analyst can verify the535
presence of an actual chromatographic peak and not only a match factor. Moreover,536
Dot-product algorithm does not require deconvolution of the sample chromatogram,537
which has been shown to be a challenging task [20]. Our analysis showed that538
the Dot-product algorithm is a powerful method for confident identification of tar-539
get/suspect analytes in complex samples. The target analysis via Dot-product took540
less than a min whereas the suspect analysis in average took roughly 2 min. The541
time necessary for the analysis was highly dependent on the width of the retention542
window, particularly for suspect analysis.543
544
We also evaluated the effect of the mass accuracy on the performances of the545
Dot-product algorithm. We observed a clear improvement in the performances of546
Dot-product algorithm with respect to the mass accuracy. The Dot-product algo-547
rithm was not able to detected the target and suspect analytes in the total extract548
of produced water at unit mass accuracy. This failure in the performances of Dot-549
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product algorithm was attributed to the complexity of the analyzed sample and low550
levels of S/N. However, the Dot-product algorithm demonstrated capable of process-551
ing the same complex sample (i.e. the total extract of produced water) with mass552
accuracies of 100 and 10 mDa. Our results indicated the crucial importance of HR-553
MS data for confident target and suspect analysis.554
555
In overall, the two stage algorithm demonstrated to be a fast and robust method556
for confident target and suspect analysis of complex samples via GC-HR-TOFMS.557
The evaluation of the two stage algorithm for LC-MS data will be the subject of558
future studies.559
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